
UN1QUELY

Penetration Test for SaaS Platform

PROJECT DETAILS

A IT Consulting & SI

B Jul. - Aug. 2022

C Less than $10,000

D
"They provided quick feedback

and detailed reporting."

PROJECT SUMMARY

UN1QUELY performed

penetration testing and

subsequent retests of a SaaS

platform.

PROJECT FEEDBACK

UN1QUELY had a friendly team that offered

excellent service. Their work has received

positive feedback from users. They had an

easygoing communication process with quick

feedback and detailed reporting.
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UN1QUELY

The Client

Please describe your company and your position
there.

We’re on a mission to free your workforce Humans weren't

meant to endlessly move pieces of data around – computers

were. Automation gives human workers the freedom to pursue

the creative, strategic work that builds companies, as well as

their careers.

The Challenge

For what projects/services did your company hire
UN1QUELY?

Pen test for SOC 2 Type II

E VP of Automation &
Engineering, SaaS
Platform

G Software

H 11-50 Employees

F Chicago, Illinois

CLIENT RATING

5.0
Overall Score

Quality: 5.0

Schedule: 5.0

Cost: 5.0

Would Refer: 5.0
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The Approach

How did you select this vendor and what were the
deciding factors?

We were referred by our SOC 2 Type II SaaS provider

Describe the project in detail and walk through the
stages of the project.

They performed penetration testing of our SaaS application and

subsequent retests with guidance on remediation.

How many resources from the vendor's team
worked with you, and what were their positions?

N/A

The Outcome

Can you share any outcomes from the project that
demonstrate progress or success?

Great service!

How effective was the workflow between your team
and theirs?

Slack made it super easy!

What did you find most impressive or unique about
this company?

They provided quick feedback and detailed reporting.

Are there any areas for improvement or something
they could have done differently?

None!

office@un1quely.com

+381 21 303 1289

un1quely.com

UN1QUELY
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